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Abstract
An active distribution power system with multi-terminal
MVDC links is investigated in this paper. A sample system is
established with 3 terminal MVDC links, which connect
charging station and feeders. This active distribution power
system benefits from a more flexible power flow control with
high penetration of distributed generation and limited fault
current. Simulation results using Matlab/Simulink are
provided to validate the system performance during fault.

1 Introduction
The development of renewable power generation [13] and
advance of Electric Vehicle (EV) [1] are changing the
configuration of the traditional distribution power system.
Renewable power, such as wind [14] and solar [8], are
naturally dispersed and compatible for distribution side. The
advantage of such distributed generation is obvious, the
power are more likely to be consumed locally hence no
transmission loss. Comparing with centralised renewable
generation, which are normally far away from load centre,
there is no need to build up extra transmission corridor [10]
for distributed generations. The problem of distributed
generations is that they are intermittent sources. Therefore
possible mismatch between loads and generations would
cause overvoltage within distributed networks [11]. The
potential demand from the electric vehicle battery charging
can seriously challenge the distribution network as the
charging load can be much larger than conventional housing
and commercial appliances. With random charging demand
from EV, overloading could be the major potential problem
for such distribution systems [6]. One way to solve this
problem is to build up centralised charging stations with a
predefined energy management scheme and integrate them
into the existing power system in a proper way.
In order to reduce the distribution loss and enhance power
supply reliability, the concept of active distribution power
system is proposed with hard load switch spread among
certain feeders [9]. Such reconfigurable distribution power
system can actively change power flow by switching the ties
between the feeders, hence the possibility of power flow
optimization. A variety of management methods have been

proposed for optimized power flow management based on
hard switches [2][12]. However, the employment of hard
switches forces the voltages across matches, which means
that the flexibility of power flow control is limited since the
real time power flow is actually passively determined by the
impedances of a certain configuration.
Though radial topology is most commonly used in
distribution network for its simplicity feature [5], mesh
topology is now suggested to enhance power supply
reliability and load ability with higher penetration of DG and
EV charging demand. By closing some normal open switches
in a traditional active distribution power system, a meshed
topology of distribution power system can be formed.
However, the consequent problem is that the closing of
normal open switches increases the fault current during short
transients, which could possibly undermine the existing
protection and relay system.
In order to deal with the challenge brought by higher DG and
EV penetration to distribution power system, DC links are
introduced in distribution power system level, which benefits
from more flexible and fast power flow control [4][7] without
significant contribution to fault current. In this paper a threeterminal DC links is proposed to insert into a typical
distribution power system. Apart from the fore cited benefits,
the system also benefits from its excellent and flexible
capability of power supply restoration after a fault. Such
hybrid distribution power system is able to employ the battery
array of the charging station within the DC network for
temporary power supply.
This paper is organized as follows. System modelling is
introduced in Section 2 and the specific operational schemes
are described in Section 3. Case study is then performed in
Section 4 and finally the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2 System modelling
As the study concerns the transient behaviour of distribution
power system, the instant voltage and current model is used
throughout this paper. The transmission grid is assumed to be
much larger than the distribution side in term of power rating
so it is modelled as an infinite bus. The AC distribution lines
are modelled with π section model. The loads are modelled as
constant impedance type.

Two kinds of distributed generation (DG) are considered –
converter interfaced and synchronous generators. The
converter interfaced models are proposed for distributed
renewable sources. They are supposed to be able to export
power to the grid independently with close loop power
control as is shown in Figure. 1. As shown, the renewable DG
control concerns an outer MPPT. The dynamics of current
loop is assumed as an ideal controllable current source with
first order delay for simplicity. Such sources are assumed to
be able limit its current during a fault with current limiting
capability. The synchronous machines, on the other hand, are
modelled as a controllable voltage source connected to the
AC network via impedances.
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Figure 1: Control scheme of converter interfaced DG
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Figure 2: Current control scheme of VSC
As the paper concerns transient behaviour of power system, a
detailed switching model is used in voltage source converter
with standard current control as depicted in Figure. 2. Current
limiting block is applied to limit current within the switching
device rating.
Based on the modelling principles cited above, a benchmark
distribution power system is established by modifying an
established model [7] (with distribution line impedances
unchanged) and the single line diagram is demonstrated as is
shown in Figures 3 (a) and (b), where an extra AC link is
added between Feeders 8 and 14 in Figure 3(a) and a DC
network is employed to replace the AC link for comparison.
Distributed generation, including both full-power converterinterfaced and direct coupled synchronous generator, and
loads are integrated at certain feeders. A medium voltage DC
power system is injected into the distribution power system
between Feeders 8 and 14 with galvanic isolated Voltage
Source Converter (VSC). A charging station in the medium
voltage DC system is modelled as a controllable DC current
source. The DC distribution line impedance is assumed to be
negligible in this paper for simplification. Circuit breaker
(recloser) is placed at the downstream side of each feeder.
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Figure 3: Benchmark model of distribution power system

3 Operational Scheme
During steady state, the distribution power system operates
with a centralised control. The amount of power of one VSC
terminal is determined by the distribution power system
operator.
Voltage variation based autonomous DC control scheme [3] is
employed in this paper. During normal operation, at least one
terminal converter must act as the slack terminal to regulate
the DC voltage. When a fault occurs at the AC side, the
predefined slack VSC terminal might not be able to perform
its duty but becomes a power terminal. In this case, the DC
voltage would deviate from its nominal value. When the DC
voltage deviation has reached a certain point, the charging
station has to take over the duty of slack terminal and
maintain the DC voltage. Therefore, operational modes have

to be defined for the charging station converter and other
VSCs.
3.1 Voltage source converter
A predefined VSC is able to operate in both current/power
control and AC voltage control mode. The DC and AC
voltage control of VSC can be carried out as Figure 4 shows.
As shown, when a VSC is employed to control the DC
voltage, a PI regulator is used to eliminate the difference
between the reference DC voltage Vdcref and Vdc. The output
reference current in d-axis is fed to the current control shown
in Figure 2. The control scheme of AC voltage control is
shown Figure 4(b), where Vdref and Vqref are the reference
values of the dq AC voltage components and ωref is the
reference frequency. PI regulators are used here to produce
the reference values of dq current components in Figure 2.
And the VSC is also able to provide active resynchronization
when there is a need to reconnect the AC island to the
established utility side and the control scheme is depicted in
Figure 4(c), where the difference between utility side voltage
angle θ1 and island side angle θ2 across the switch is passed to
a PI regulator to produce the frequency correction to
eliminate the angular difference.
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As the charging station is able to manage its own storage
energy and provide temporary power supply to the
distribution power system, two modes are considered during
normal operation, which correspond to the power terminal
operation and slack terminal operation in a DC power system,
as is shown in Figure 5.
3.3 The control scheme of DC power system
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Figure 6: DC power system control scheme
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A voltage variation based autonomous control scheme is
proposed for the MVDC subsystem, which is shown in Figure
6. The DC power system has to have at least one live slack
terminal to ensure stable operation. In this paper, VSC 1 is
responsible to respond to the power distribution order given
by the distribution system operator and it operates at power
control mode throughout steady state. When there is a fault at
the AC side, VSC 1 may need to operate at current limit mode
to ride through the fault. VSC 2 acts as the slack terminal
during steady state operation, accommodating the power
transferring through VSC 1 and the power demand from the
charging station.
During an AC fault, VSC 2 might not be able to maintain DC
voltage and will operate either at current limiting or AC
voltage control mode hence effectively becomes a power
terminal. The charging station terminal acts as a power
terminal during normal steady state, managing its battery
energy in its due course. When there is an AC fault, VSC 2
would loose its slack terminal capability and the DC voltage
will deviate to level 2. The charging station terminal will then
take over the role of slack terminal (assuming there is
sufficient power rating and energy stored) once it detects the
voltage has reached the threshold value, either V1 or –V2 and
maintain the voltage at this point. It is worth noting that the PI
regulator for charging station voltage control is only valid
when the voltage deviation is out of level 1. This design
enables the VSC 2 to autonomously re-take over the DC
voltage control back to level 1 without fighting with the
charging station.

system starts from steady state operation from T = 0 s. At T =
0.2 s, a 3-phase short occurs between Feeders 12 and 13.

4 Case study
4.1 Faulty current in distribution power system without
DC links

I14abc/kA I13abc/kA I12abc/kA Ifabc/kA V13abc/kV

Based on a modified benchmark system demonstrated in
Figure 3(a), a comparison case study is carried out to
demonstrate the transient behaviour of the distribution power
system after a 3-phase fault between Feeders 12 and 13
shown in Figure 3(a).
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When Feeders 8 and 14 are directly coupled with an AC link,
the fault simulation is shown in Figure 7(b), where the total
fault current almost twice as much as the one without link. It
can be seem that the fault current I12abc is generally similar to
Figure 7(a), yet the current of I13abc is much larger due to the
fault current from the transmission grid along with the DG
sources within the distribution system via the injected AC
link.
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From the test shown in Figure 7, it can be inferred that the
fault current of the distribution system can be significantly
enlarged if the radial topology is transformed into a ring or
meshed configuration via direct AC link as the equivalent
impedance to the fault point can be significantly decreased.
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(a) without link between Feeders 8 and 14
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When there is no link between Feeders 8 and 14, as shown in
Figure 7 (a), the fault current Ifabc, which flows into the faulty
point, rises up immediately and the fault current reaches
approximately 10 kA. Meanwhile, the fault current flowing
through Feeder 12, I12abc, has similar magnitude as the total
fault current. The fault current of I13abc and I14abc from Feeder
13 and DG14 are comparably small as their fault current
mainly comes from the synchronous machine based DG at
Feeder 14.

4.2 System operation of a distribution power system with
multi-terminal DC links
In order to demonstrate the advantage of the power supply
restoration and to validate the proposed control scheme for
DC links, simulation is carried out to test transient behaviour
of the system after the fault. The specific actions are
described in Table 1. After a 3-phase fault at the distribution
line, the circuit breaker will isolate the fault according to the
fault current detection. The protections, relays and
communication delays are assumed to be ideal in this test
according to Table I.
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Figure 7: Fault current without DC linkFigures
7(a) and (b) shows the system transient behaviours with and
without AC links between Feeders 8 and 14 respectively. The
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Reaction of DC link system
Power control for VSC 1; DC voltage
control for VSC 2; Charging station in
power terminal mode
VSC 1 and 2 in low voltage operation;
Charging station ready to operate in
slack terminal mode
CB-13 Open; DG-14 tripped; VSC 2
in AC voltage mode;
CB-12 Open

Fault Cleared
CB-12 reclose; VSC 2 start to
resynchronize Feeders 12 and 13
CB-13 reclose; VSC 2 takes over DC
voltage control; Charging station
ready to switch to power terminal
mode

Table 1: Fault and restoration test with DC link

The test results are shown in Figure 8. The system starts from
steady state operation with VSC 1 operation in power control
mode and VSC 2 in DC voltage control mode. The feeder
phase voltages of V12abc, V13abc and V14abc are at normal
adjacencies of the nominal voltage of the distribution system.
The charging station operates in power terminal mode and in
this case, its output current iESS is 0 for simplification. The DC
voltage Vdc is at its nominal voltage during steady state. The
current flowing through CB-12 and CB-13, I12abc and I13abc ,
are with normal value before a 3-phase fault occurs. And so is
the DG-14 current.

At T = 0.2 s, CB-13 is open upon the detection of the local
fault current and DG-14 tripped so the fault current from DG14 becomes 0 and fault current are solely from the Feeder 12.
VSC 2 switches to AC voltage mode from current limit mode.
The Feeder 14 side becomes an AC island, which is supported
by VSC 2. Feeder 14 power supply is restored.
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incapable to accommodate the power transfer from VSC 1.
The charging station, as is designed in Figure 6, consequently
becomes power terminal shortly after the fault Then Vdc starts
to deviate from its nominal value of 4.5 kV at T = 0.11 s and
rises up since the power imported from the VSC 1 side build
up the power surplus of the DC system. When the Vdc deviates
to more than 105% of the nominal voltage, the charging
station take over the DC voltage control to settle the DC
voltage at 4.725 kV. In other word, the power difference
between VSC 1 and 2 are accommodated by the charging
station during the fault transient.

Vdc/kV

At T = 0.3 s, CB-14 is open. The fault is isolated on both
sides. The pulse current results from the low voltage ride
through operation of VSC 1 when it is still trying to import
power in a ramp rate.

iESS/A

At T = 0.4 s, the fault is cleared.

I14abc/kA I13abc/kA I12abc/kA Ifabc/kA

At T = 0.5 s, CB-12 is reclosed. Feeder 13 is re-energized.
Upon detecting that the voltage of Feeder 13 return to normal
condition, VSC 2 starts to re-synchronize the voltages on
Feeders 13 and 14.
At T = 0.7 s, CB-13 is reclosed. The system goes back to its
normal steady state operation. VSC 2 switches back to
operate in DC voltage control mode again. It starts to push the
Vdc back to its nominal value. The charging station current
consequently returns back to 0, as it is before the fault.
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Figure 8: System behaviour with multi-terminal DC link
At the time point of T = 0.2 s, a 3-phase fault occurs between
Feeder 12 and 13 (with close adjacency of Feeder 13). The
V13abc drops to almost 0. Both V12abc and V14abc drops as well
with V14abc lower as it is more close to the fault point. Large
fault current Ifabc , approximately 12 kA, can be seen flowing
into the fault point with most contribution from
I12abc ,approximately 10 kA, from the transmission grid side
and minor contribution from DG14 I14abc and the DC link side
I13abc. This behaviour is similar to the case when there is no
link between Feeder 14 and 8. The fault current demonstrated
in this test slightly higher than that of the original
configuration shown in Figure 7 (a) but much lower than AC
link based system in Figure 7 (b). The extra fault current is
limited in that the fault current from the link is well harnessed
by the VSC 2. During the fault transient, both VSCs are
operating in low voltage conditions and VSC 2 is more severe
as it is closer to the fault. As a result, VSC 2 starts to be

In this test, the actions of protections and communication
delays are assumed to be ideal and the resynchronization
process could be longer due to practical communication delay.
Even though, this test shows that a fast power supply
restoration can be achieved for an AC power supply island
with the multi-terminal MVDC link with insignificant
additional fault current.

5 Conclusion
In this paper an active distribution system is presented based
on a benchmark traditional system. By adding a multiterminal DC link into the traditional system, the distribution is
able to manage the DG and charging station in a more flexible
way. Comparing with the directly coupled AC link, a DC link
contribute to much less fault current and is able to provide
fast power restoration to downstream side of the fault, hence
enhancing the power supply reliability of the distribution
system.
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Appendix: model parameters
Un: 33 kV
DC link Capacitance: 50 mF
DG-3: 20 kW (converter interfaced)
DG-4: 20 kW (converter interfaced)
DG-5: 663 kW (converter interfaced)
DG-6: 20 kW (converter interfaced)
DG-7: 1.5 MW (converter interfaced)
DG-8: 20 kW (converter interfaced)
DG-9: 242 KW (converter interfaced)
310 KW (converter interfaced)
DG-10: 254 kW(converter interfaced)
DG-14: 1 MW (synchronous machine)
Load-12: 4 MW, 820 kVar
Load-13: 400 kW, 205 kVar
Load-14: 107.4 kW, 51.4 kVar
VSC 1: 2MW 0.2 p.u. AC reactance
VSC 2: 2MW 0.2 p.u. AC reactiacne
Vdc nominal value：4.5 kV

